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너울과 노을 / 이제니

눈물 다음에 너울이 온다 너울 다음에 하늘이 있고 
하늘 너머로 얼굴이 있다 얼굴 사이로 바람이 오고 
바람 속에는 마음이 있어 마음 위로는 노래가 오고
노래 사이로 호흡이 있고 호흡 속에는 죽음이 있다
죽음 너머로 구름이 있고 구름 너머로 저녁이 오고
저녁 너머로 안개가 있고 안개 너머로 들판이 있고
들판 너머로 먼지가 일고 먼지 너머로 거리가 있다
거리 속에는 정적이 있고 정적 사이로 언덕이 있고
언덕 위로는 나무가 있어 나무 다음에 눈물이 오고
눈물 다음에 너울이 있어 너울 너머로 노을이 진다

「왜냐면 우리는 우리를 모르고」 
中 (2014, 문학과지성사 )

Neoulgwa noeul / Lee Jenny

Nunmul daeume neouri onda Neoul daeume haneuri itgo 
haneul neomeoro eolguri itda Eolgul sairo barami ogo 
Baram sogeneun maeumi isseo maeum wironeun noraega ogo
norae sairo hoheubi itgo hoheub sogeneun jugeumi itda 
Jugeum neomeoro gureumi itgo gureum neomeoro jeonyeogi ogo 
jeonyeong neomeoro angaega itgo angae neomeoro deulpani itgo 
deulpan neomeoro meonjiga ilgo meonji neomeoro georiga itda
Geori sogeneun jeongjeogi itgo jeongjeog sairo eondeogi itgo 
Eondeong wironeun namuga isseo namu daeume nunmuri ogo 
nunmul daeume neouri isseo neoul neomeoro noeuri jinda

from Waenyamyeon urineun urireul moreugo (2014, Moonji Books)

https://soundcloud.com/user-244760701-952505391/issue-2-neoulgwa-noeul


Each issue, chogwa zine invites an artist to interpret the poem into a cover image.  

Artist’s Statement from Ho Hur

너울과 노을 시에서 느껴지는 규칙적인 너울같은 
리듬을 느끼며 그 운율을 그림에 나타내려고 
노력했습니다. 

너울이 일어나는 물가에서 인물이 서서 단어를 
떠올리는 장면을 나타냈습니다. 

종이에 수채화 후 스캔, 디지털 보정. 2019. 

Feeling the regular, wave-like rhythm of the poem, I 
strived to render that rhyme visually. 

I depicted a scene of a figure standing up in the wavy 
waterside and thinking of the word.

Watercolors on paper, scanned and digitally edited. 2019. 

자음과모음

http://smokingtigers.com


https://www.asymptotejournal.com/special-feature/jen-calleja-sophie-collins-she-knows-too-much/
https://twitter.com/chogwazine/status/1178100964714254336
https://twitter.com/chogwazine/status/1178100964714254336


A Swell and a Sunset
tr. dahyun kim

After those tears  there comes a swell after that swell  there is a sky 
Beyond that sky there is a face through that face there blows a wind 
Within that wind as a heart exists above that heart there starts a song 
Through that song there is a breath within that breath there stands a death 
Beyond that death there is a cloud beyond that cloud there stays an eve 
Beyond that eve there is a fog beyond that fog there sprawls a field 
Beyond that field there rises the dust beyond that dust there lies a path 
Within that path there is a silence through that silence there looms a hill 
Above that hill there is a tree after that tree there come the tears 
After those tears as a swell exists beyond that swell there sets the sun

from As we fail to understand ourselves

Surge and sunset
tr. Hoyoung Moon

After tears, waves surge in After surge is sky 
beyond sky are faces Between faces comes wind 
within wind is want so atop want rides song 
amid song is breath within breath is death 
Beyond death are clouds beyond clouds comes night 
beyond night is fog beyond fog is field 
beyond field rise dust beyond dust are streets 
In streets is silence between silence is slope 
atop slope is tree so after tree come tears 
after tears waves surge so over surge sinks sun

from Because We Don’t Know Ourselves
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Swelling Tides and the Eventide
tr. Harim Oh

Following tears come swelling tides, beyond the tides is the sky 
Beyond the sky is a face, through the face comes a wind 
In the wind is the heart, on which songs come down 
There is breath in songs, there is death in breath 
Beyond death are clouds, beyond the clouds the day ends 
Beyond day’s end is the fog, beyond the fog is the field 
Beyond the field rises the dust, beyond the dust are the streets 
There is silence in the streets, there is a hill in silence 
On the hill is a tree, following the tree come tears 
Following tears come swelling tides, beyond the tides falls the eventide

 from Because We Do Not Know Ourselves

Sea Waves and Sun Waves Back 
tr. Jaewon Che

Far side of tears, Sea waves After the wave, sky 
Beyond the sky, a face Amidst its fingers, a wind 
Inside the whiff, an ache On its heart, a song 
Amidst the song, a breath Inside the breath, a death 
Past the death, a cloud Past the cloud, Sun falls 
Past the fall, a fog Past the fog, a field 
Past the field, a dust Past its gust, a stretch 
In the stretch, silence Amidst its hair, a hill 
Above the hill, a tree Behind the tree, tears 
Past it, Sea waves Past it, Sun waves back

from For We Know Us Not
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The Swelling Sea and the Setting Sun
tr. Rachel Park

The swelling sea arrives after the tears, and after the sea, the sky 
Beyond the sky, there is a face and in the spaces between, the wind 
Within the wind, there is the MAH-UHM and above the MAH-UHM, there is music 
In the spaces between, there is breath (inhale, exhale) and within these gasps, there is death 
Beyond death, there are clouds and beyond the clouds, dusk descends 
Beyond dusk, there is fog and beyond the fog, the fields 
Beyond the fields, the dust rises and beyond the dust, the roads 
Within the roads, there is silence and in the spaces between, the hills 
Above the hills, there are trees and beyond the trees, tears descend 
After the tears, there is the swelling sea 

beyond the swelling sea, there lies the setting sun.

from Because we did not know ourselves

wavering and  evening
tr. Seth Chandler

from And Because We Don't Know Ourselves
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Sea storms and sunsets
tr. Archana Madhavan

After the sobs comes the sea storm and after sea storms is the sky 
Beyond the sky there is a face and betwixt the face blows a wind 
In the wind there is a feeling and from that feeling comes a song 
Betwixt the song there is a breath and within that breath there is death 
Beyond death there billow clouds and beyond the clouds comes twilight 
Beyond twilight there floats a fog and beyond the fog lies a field 
Beyond the field there rises dust and beyond the dust lies a path 
Within the path there is a calm and from that calm rises a hill 
Atop the hill there is a tree and after the tree comes the sobs 
After the sobs comes the sea storm, beyond the sea storm sets the sun

from Because We Do Not Know Ourselves

Sea Swells and Sunglows
tr. Cookie Yomenai

after the tears comes the sea swell, after the swell is the sky 
across the sky are faces, among the faces a wind blows 
in the wind is a heart, above the heart wafts a melody 
amid the melody is breathing, within that breathing is death 
amid death is a cloud, across the cloud evening settles in 
across the evening is a fog, across the fog lies a plain 
across the plain dust rises upward, across the dust is a street 
in the street is silence, amid the silence is a hill 
above the hill is a tree, after the tree comes a tear 
after the tear comes the swell, across the swell is a sunglow

from Because We Don’t Know Ourselves





Swell and the Red Sky
tr. Helen

A tear comes then a swell 
past the swell there is a sky 

Over the sky there is a face 
between gaps of the face arrives a wind 

Inside the wind resides a heart 
above the heart arrives a song 

Between its breaths the song reveals a rhythm 
inside the rhythm is a death 

Beyond the death there are clouds 
over the clouds arrives a night 

Over the night appears a fog 
over the fog exists a meadow 

Above the meadow trembles dust 
beyond the dust there is a road 

Inside the road resides a silence 
between its cracks the silence reveals a hill 

Above the hill there is a tree 
past the tree arrives a tear 

The tear, then there is the swell 
over Swell sets the Red Sky
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http://www.bopsecrets.org/gateway/passages/sappho.htm


Sunset and Swell
tr. grace hs.p

after sobs comes the swells 
after swells there is sky 

beyond sky there are faces 
between faces comes the wind 

within wind there is want, 
over want comes a song 

between songs there is breath 
within breath there is death; 

beyond death there are clouds 
beyond clouds comes the dusk 

beyond dusk there is haze 
beyond haze there are fields 

beyond fields settles dust 
beyond dust there is distance; 

within distance there is hush 
amid hush there are hills 

atop hills there are shrubs 
after shrubs come the sobs 

after sobs there are swells, 
beyond swells sets the sun.

from For We Know Not Ourselves
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